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Subject Line: Wrinkles and #!!@!! LIGHTING! Why do I look worse sometimes?!!!  

[Prospect First Name],  

If you’re someone who cares about erasing fine lines and wrinkles for smoother, 

younger-looking skin, you probably know that annoying thing that happens when 

you walk from one room to another.  

One minute, your skin looks clean and wrinkle-free in the glow of the bathroom 

lighting. Then you head to the kitchen, and suddenly your skin looks blotchy. Those 

crow’s feet have somehow gone from size eights to size elevens, and those bags 

under your eyes look as if they’ve just come off a red-eye flight from Toronto.  

“Are you kidding me?” you may ask. “How in the name of little green apples can I 

age so quickly just by walking from one room to another?”  

Okay, you may not throw in the “little green apples” part, but if you’ve asked the 

same basic question, you’re not alone.  

Each day, women around the world apply their favorite skin-toning creams and eye-

renew serums and love the results they see. Yet when they step into another 

room… or catch their reflection in a window… or (heaven forbid) head out to some 

function in front of hundreds of other people… they often wonder whether they’ve 

stepped through a time portal—and aged 10 years in seconds!  

That doesn’t actually happen, of course.  

As every actor knows, lighting is everything, and your appearance can change based 

on how light falls across your face.  

If your bathroom lighting, for example, involves strips of lights that run around a 

mirror, all that light coming from all angles (omnidirectional) tends to reflect evenly 

across your skin without causing shadows. If you then walk into another room 

where overhead lighting casts bright downward beams of light (unidirectional), the 

resulting shadows created across your face can completely change how you look. 

All those harsh shadows can amplify wrinkles that are normally imperceptible, and 

your complexion can lose its healthy glow based on the quality of the light.  



Fluorescent lighting is absolutely the worst. Builders love to install it because it’s 

cheap to run, but the quality of the light is about as flattering as going to a job 

interview while wearing a faded dress shirt from the 1970s. So never judge the true 

appearance of your skin if you’re sitting in some office or standing in some 

government building where a depressing fluorescent glow seems to suck the very 

life out of the air.  

To ensure you always look your youngest and best (to yourself and others), you 

could obviously pick and choose where you go (and when) based on whatever kind 

of lighting you may find when you get there. Yet given that such an approach would 

obviously lead to an unworkable life, you can do something far simpler.  

You can easily turn most lighting conditions to your complete advantage. You can 

actually use light (even awful fluorescent light) to instantly erase the appearance of 

lines, shadowing, skin discoloration and more.  

The trick comes down to one ingredient that you may or may not have in whatever 

skincare product you use.  

It’s called Granpowder Lumière-DP—a really long name for a simple diamond-

based powder that does something remarkable.  

(Don’t worry. This diamond powder isn’t expensive. It doesn’t pose any risk to your 

skin and it’s easily cleansed away.)  

Few people realize that the human eye can’t see a wrinkle. What the eye really sees 

is the shadow created by a wrinkle.  

Now skincare treatments that hydrate, plump and nourish new collagen can 

certainly lift and erase wrinkles over time, but as part of whatever skincare product 

you may be using, Granpowder Lumière-DP offers near-instant results.  

Even though you can’t see them when added to skincare creams and serums, 

micron-sized Granpowder Lumière-DP particles settle into wrinkles to convert UV 

light into a subtle, soft-focus light that diminishes shadows and discolorations. 

That’s the same kind of UV light found in regular lightbulbs, LED lights, sodium-

vapor bulbs, fluorescent tubes and sunlight. By converting UV to emulate the light 

pattern of younger skin, wrinkles immediately disappear, and your complexion 

looks smooth, soft and glowing.  



Said another way: No matter where you go and what kind of lighting you find when 

you get there, you always look fresh, youthful and stunning.  

Does your skincare product have Granpowder Lumière-DP?  

>> Click here to find out…  

It’s often called by other names that sound like chemicals. If you don’t know 

whether your product has the Granpowder Lumière-DP advantage…  

>> Click here now to find out…  

Stay gorgeous.  
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